


Professionals with an academic education have developed certain

qualities that give an advantage when it comes to building

businesses. To name just a few of these qualities:

➢Self-management skills. Once you enter the graduate school, you

will need to learn how to steer yourself and complete projects that

fully depend on you. Most PhD candidates are the heads of their own

research projects: they have full control over their daily schedule and

are responsible for setting the milestones in the projects and

reaching these milestones one by one. They are also responsible to

plan their every day in a way that maximizes the output from the

project.

➢Diligence and patience. Research projects require patience and

endurance—you’ll often need to keep on working for years without

pay-off or acknowledgment. You also need to delve very deep into a

research problem to reach the very frontier of current research in that

area to be able to publish new, original material. At the end of the

day, you need to answer a particular research question as first person

in the world to be able to publish! As a researcher, you also need to

accept from the very start that most of your attempts to get new,

original findings will be failed attempts—gradual, iterative

improvement and navigating towards the solution is in the nature of

research. 

➢Focus on learning and improving. In academia, you are only as

good as your last paper. Even as a tenured professor, you cannot just

take a rest and cut coupons from what you’ve done before: the grant

money will always dry out sooner or later, and you will need to reach

out to new sources of funding in pursuit of keeping your team alive.

And competition will always be harsh, especially in the booming

branches of science. Therefore, it is important to keep healthy on

your body and mind and prepare for a long journey out of your

comfort zone.

➢Receptiveness to constructive critics. Those who spent a few years

in academia developed the ability to handle constructive criticism

with grace: accept the criticism, analyze it, and improve accordingly.

Without this ability, it is impossible to publish original research.
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However, there are also certain aspects of the academic lifestyle and

academic training that might yield some difficulties to young

researchers setting their first businesses. These are the aspects that

academics in business need to pay special attention to:

➢Idealism. Most professionals with academic education have a very

strong orientation at sustainable projects that serve humanity, while

the main factor for success in business is profitability—the fact that

the project is done for a greater good, won’t mean that it will lead to

any sales and profits. It means that researchers need to change their

orientation from idealistic to more practical and marry the vision with

a viable business plan.

➢Efficiency, not effectiveness. The academic system promotes

efficiency: once the grant money is on the table, you are rewarded for

producing as many manuscripts as possible within the given time

frame. Therefore, bringing projects to a successful end becomes the

main objective. However, many projects shouldn’t have been

launched in the first place, as they don’t really contribute to the

knowledge in the field; they exist with the sole purpose of publishing

manuscripts and justifying grant money. Thus, the focus is often put

on efficiency, not effectiveness. This orientation might come about as

a serious shortcoming in business: one needs to develop a list of

deliverables for the project and eliminate all the tasks that don’t

contribute to this list—rather than work diligently trying to

accomplish as many tasks as possible.

➢Time management. Although researchers are good at self-

management, one aspect is overlooked in the academic working

culture: time management. Most projects don’t have clear timelines,

and since people are not incentivized to respond promptly to each

other, they often block each other’s projects. Furthermore, the quality

of the scientific work is rewarded higher than the time of project

execution. In academia, you need to bring your manuscript close to

perfection before you send it off to academic journals and any

mistakes or gaps can lead to instant rejection. The business culture is

very different: projects are more dynamic, and one needs to always

weigh the quality of the output with project execution time as as

reducing the time to market to a minimum is a major factor for

success. It isn’t easy to adapt to the concept of a lean startup and

compromise on the quality on behalf of the low execution time.
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➢No training in team-building and negotiations. As a system,

academia rewards individual performance: the record of your

successful academic projects will determine whether you will get

your next job or grant. You also need to have a full grasp on all the

projects that you lead. It causes that researchers barely ever work in

real teams, although it often looks like so on paper. Once entering the

startup culture, you will need to change your habits: delegate many

tasks and build trust towards your teammates. 

Furthermore, in academia, most people are truth-telling and

trustworthy, while outside it is not always the case. Academics are

well-trained in self-presentation—either at conferences or job

interviews—but at the same time, there is no training on how to read

other people’s faces and intentions. Graduate school is not a place

where you can polish your negotiation skills either. For these

reasons, researchers are often used in business culture. 
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The program starts with the inaugural meeting: the informational

interview with the client. During this meeting, we discuss the

following:

The background and professional expertise of the client, 

The current professional situation and personal reasons

behind starting a company, 

 Personal life priorities of the client and how they fit into the

entrepreneurial lifestyle,

Strengths and weaknesses as viewed by the client in the

context of the business idea, 

The general concept behind the business, and the current

state of the project (the team, the funding, the roadmap).
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1 Developing a business requires a few years of dedication and

personal sacrifice. Thus, before taking this decision, it is

essential to answer the following questions:

➢What problem does this business solve/address? Is the

product/solution/service ready to go? If not, what are the

odds of success and the estimated time necessary to work

out the prototype?

➢What unique value does this business create for the

customer?

➢How to best utilize your strengths while creating this

value?

➢What are the:

 a) Total Addressable Market (TAM), 

 b) Serviceable Available Market (SAM),

 c) Serviceable Obtainable Market (SOM)

for this business?

➢What is the landscape of businesses with a similar offer?

What are the barriers to entry?

➢How does your product/solution/service differ from the

competition?

➢Have you collected feedback from potential customers?

What are your conclusions?

The unique value proposition + market analysis

Nijmegen, the Netherlands

We conclude the meeting by preparing the
Individual Business Coaching Plan.

The available modules
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2 Unlike in academia, in business, you will need to take care of

the IP of your company and protect your solutions so that

they are NOT reproducible. How to best protect the IP of your

company, though? In this session, we approach the following

questions:

➢Is your solution, or some part of it, patentable? How to

quickly check it?

➢How do you store the information and IP of your company?

How do you share information within the team?

➢Who are your advisors and other parties with whom you

exchange information?

➢Which part of your IP should be open to your broader

network? Which part should be held private?

Your Intellectual Property
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3
The choice of the company structure has a major impact on

its future growth. Is your company a sole proprietorship, a

private limited company, or a commercial partnership? Or

perhaps, there is an alternative structure optimal for the

company from an economic point of view, such as a holding?

Furthermore, before starting a business venture, one needs

to build a functional and synergistic team and/or a network.

➢Are you a sole proprietor? 

➢If yes, have you thought of potential partners and

collaborators?

➢If not, who are your team members? How did you meet,

how long do you know each other, and how do you relate to

each other?

➢How synergistic is your team? What are your strengths and

individual traits that make you function well as a team? Who

are the hipster, the hacker, and the hustler in this team? Do

you miss any expertise? Should you extend your team?

➢How do you share the responsibilities and the profits?

What is the share structure in the company?

➢What is the individual motivation of the team members?

How much are they motivated by ownership of the project

(shares in the company)/acknowledgment in their

field/financial gains?

➢How to best incentivize every team member according to

their personal motivation?

The legal structure of the company and the team

analysis
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4 Getting your pitch right is crucial when you are looking for

funding for your project and when you are networking

looking for leads and potential partners. 

➢How to pitch your project to potential investors? 

➢How to make your pitch attractive and exciting? How to

stand out?

➢How to adjust the pitch to the audience?

The art of the pitch
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5 Lack of funding is a major barrier to many budding

businesses. However, searching for funding can be a highly

time-consuming process that can impede the project. To

secure enough funding for your project without taking

unnecessary time to look for funding, you will need to go

through the following steps:

➢Do you need funding for your project? Many goods or

services that the team needs can often get replaced by

cheap solutions. For instance, many starting businesses

search for funds to launch a new platform in a situation when

all they need at the start is how to learn WordPress.

➢Can you delegate part of the work to a new team member

in exchange for shares?

➢What is your final estimate of the investment that you

need?

➢Do you have access to “3 x F” (Family, Friends, Fools), the

first line of choice for many startups? If so, how much funds

are they comfortable to lend and on what terms? 

➢If you still cannot secure enough funding, what are the

available options? 

 a) Startup accelerators at universities 

 b) Local private startup accelerators

 c) International private startup accelerators

 d) Dedicated apps for startups and investors

 e) Agencies matching startups with investors

 f) Match-making meetups for startupers and investors

 g) Public grant calls

 h) Bank loans

Searching for the optimal funding scheme
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6 As Jeff Bezos uses to say, “Your brand is what other people

say about you when you’re not in the room.” It is beneficial to

take care of building the brand from day one, as a positive

image increases your amount of opportunities—often, at no

financial cost. Building a brand entails multiple elements:

➢Creating an appealing website, motto, and logo,

➢Creating company profiles on social media,

➢Increasing awareness of your brand by creating free

content on social media/company website,

➢Increasing your presence at meetups in the field; building a

network,

➢Creating a promotional video for your website,

➢Creating customer service.

Building a brand and the circle of influence
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7 A feasible roadmap is a pivotal element of a business plan.

➢How to make sure that you have a runway long enough to

develop the project before you run out of cash?

➢What are the milestones in your project?

➢Do you have a time buffer in your roadmap?

➢What are the external circumstances that can hamper the

timeline of your project? 

Building a viable roadmap

8 Just as creating the brand, the marketing strategy is worth

planning from day one.

➢What is your Customer Acquisition Cost (CAC)? How can

you potentially limit it?

➢How to build a mailing list for your business? Why is it

important?

➢What are the available marketing channels? Which of them

will be most profitable for your business? How to test it? 

➢Should you create affiliate programs for your business?

Developing a marketing strategy
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